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Abstract. Computer games are now a part of modern culture. However, certain groups of 
people are excluded from this form of entertainment and social interaction because they are 
unable to use the interface of the games. By using automatic speech recognition systems 
(ASRS), voice driven commands can be used to control the game, which can thus open up the 
possibility for people with disabilities and age related problem to be included in game 
communities for using the services.
This paper aims at find a standard way of using voice driven commands in games which uses a 
speech recognition system, and that can be universally applied for designing inclusive games. 
The standard voice driven module is based on algorithm which can be used to design plug-ins, 
that can be integrated with game engines; creating the possibility of voice driven universal 
access for controlling games. 
Keywords: Design for all; inclusive design, universal design; game accessibility; 
game controller.
1   Introduction
As more participation in gaming is involved lately by mass amount of population 
around the world, it is obvious that game is not only an entertainment media for 
children or young people anymore but game can be used to serve several purpose for 
all kind of people in the society. Today’s technologically inclined peoples are going 
to be older by age tomorrow, and they would not like to get excluded from future 
services for instance game, just because of the design issues associated with the game. 
Also, any human can suffer disabilities of some kind at any time regardless of age and 
it would be unfortunate to exclude them from using game. Moreover the death rate of 
human is decreasing while the birth rate is also falling, which results majority 
number of older people (disabled or not) are about to be left in the society in the near 
future. So the game design should be concerned with such issues, so that it can 
include these groups of peoples to offer them use services properly designed by the 
game industries. 
Automatic speech recognition system is not a new concept in modern computing. 
However the possibility of using automatic speech recognition system to control game 
is one option to offer inclusiveness in game design. People with limited motor control 
ability can be blessed by the opportunity of using their voice to drive the commands 
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of game. This paper proposes such speech recognition system for game which is one 
of the objective in achieving universal design in computer gaming.
1.1 Why Inclusive Game
As game is becoming more popular in a different standpoint and the user of 
technology becoming elder, it is now time to think about what will happen in the 
future while the users will be technologically inclined but hemmed in to be restricted 
from playing game just because the game is not properly designed for him or her. Or 
regardless of this issue, any age group people can suffer from certain physical 
disability which makes them excluded from playing games- again because of the 
design matter. Hence the importance of designing inclusive games is going to be more 
and more highly valued in the future.
1.2   Speech Technology
Speech technology seems to provide new opportunities to improve the accessibility of 
electronic services and software applications including game, by offering 
compensation for the limitations of specific user group. These limitations can be quite 
diverse and originate from specific sensory, physical or cognitive disabilities—such 
as difficulties to see icons, to control a mouse or keyboard [1]. Such limitations have 
both functional and emotional aspects that should be addressed in the design of user 
interfaces [2]. Speech technology can be an ‘enabler’ for understanding both the 
content and ‘tone’ in user expressions, and for producing the right information with 
the right tone [1].
2 Proposed System
The proposed system consists of a standard automatic speech recognition system 
where the vocabulary array is built by fetching the commands from the most 
commonly used game platform. The user input is processed through the soundcard 
which converts the analog data to digital format and then checks with the user word 
model from the vocabulary register. Once the word uttered by the user matches with 
the word from the vocabulary list, it then sends the binary signal corresponding to that 
word to the process handler of the game. Users see that the action has been taken 
according to their given voice command, through the GUI of the game.  However, it 
is important to utilize the user’s emotion to control the character of game in different 
manner. So a command voiced in low pitch should result doing something different 
than when it is said in a higher pitch. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the 
proposed system.
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Fig. 1. Proposed ASRS model for controlling game
2.1   Method
To initiate this research computer game has been classified while thinking in mind 
that both old and disable people of any age-present and future can be the user of the 
game. The classification of computer game that was picked in this research was: 
action, first person shooter, strategy, board, action-adventure and sports. At least three 
games from each of the group of classified games were played and observed. The 
most frequently used commands from each game were filtered and listed. Then from 
each category of game, after analyzing the three different game’s filtered commands, 
the best possible commands were picked up for each category of game. The same 
technique is used to filter and fetch best commands for all classified groups of game.
Two groups of users were involved in playing and observing the games and were 
told to write down the command they are mostly using by the input devices. They 
were asked which command they would like to use if the game is to be controlled by 
voice command. Their written commands and personal opinion of using voice 
commands were closely matched before creating the set of commands from different 
categories.
Next step was to record and monitor the frequency of each commands uttered by 
the users. Six users were selected in these test- three males and three females.  Their 
voice uttering the commands were recorded and tested in two different environments. 
One was fairly silent environment which was assumed to be the normal settings when 
we usually play a game in our computer. Another was a little noisy atmosphere. The 
idea was to see, how the level of frequency of command varies with respect to 
different environment. Also each user was told to give their voice command three 
different times in two different environments. For this test, the audacity audio editor 
and recorder (available in: http://audacity.sourceforge.net/) for windows was used 
which is a free multilingual audio editor.
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3 Results
Once the individual category’s selected commands were found, a set of commands 
from ‘all type of games’ were created. If a command from one category was member 
of the main set, then it was picked up. This is how the best possible 15 commands 
were picked up from all these categories of games, considering that they are mostly 
used and quite obligatory at controlling any of the categorized games. 
The next step was to analyze the recorded data. For doing this, each individual 
command from six different users were plotted in graphs to analyze the spectrum. The 
frequency (Hz) and intensity (dB) values were picked up from the graph and 
frequency domain filtering method was used to eliminate the noisy dataset. Figure 2
shows the spectrum analysis of the command ‘Select’ by one male and one female 
user.
Fig. 2. Left spectrum is obtained by a male player and the right spectrum is obtained 
by a female player for saying same command ‘Select’
Figure 3 shows how the frequency domain filtering was used to remove noise from 
the data obtained from the spectrum. The left most curve shows the filter function that 
was  constructed.  Then,  to  filter  the  data  in  the  frequency  domain,  the  Fourier  
transform of the data is multiplied by the frequency response of a filter and then an 
inverse Fourier transform was applied to return the data to the spatial domain. The 
third curve shows that the same filter function can also be used as a high pass filter 
that is, allowing only the high frequency or noise components through. MATLAB 
was used to generate these curves.
Fig. 3. Frequency domain filtering method for eliminating noise data obtained from 
voice spectrum
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The curve in the middle shows the effect of using a low pass filter on the noisy 
dataset while the right curve shows the use of a high pass filter for the same function 
which allows only the high frequency or noise components through. The high pass 
and low pass filtering was simultaneously used for male and female voice data 
according to the number of high or low noisy level in data.
4   Algorithm
The frequency values well filtered and obtained from different commands were 
further analyzed to take the average, which is the mean value. The Hz and dB level 
was ranged based on the filtered data and was then used to construct a controller 
which is connected between the automatic speech recognition system and the game 
communication handler. The ASRS system detects and matches the stored 
vocabularies which in this case are the commands, while the controller checks the 
emotion of the uttered command (frequency and intensity) to instruct the game 
communication handler what to do according to the received pitch from a user. It is 
possible to construct a simple algorithm using the straightforward logic based loop 
where the purpose will be served but the run time might be quite long. Hidden 
Markov model (HMM) [3] is the broad-spectrum basis on modern form of speech 
recognition system and is a statistical model where the states are not directly visible to 
the user. This model can use the result of this research. The idea of using the 
frequency values obtained from the different users commands in HMM which 
combines many other algorithms for temporal pattern recognition in the game (speech 
in this case), can be viable. An example algorithm from this research for deciding a 
command between ‘Fire’ and ‘Jump’, based on statistical HMM may look like as 
follows:
States = ('Jump', 'Fire')
Observations = ('Hz, 'dB')
start_probability = {'Fire': 0.6, 'Jump': 0.4}
transition_probability = {
'Fire' : {'Fire': 0.7, 'Jump': 0.3},
'Jump' : {'Fire': 0.4, 'Jump': 0.6},
}
emission_probability = {
'Fire' : {'Hz': 0.7, 'dB': 0.3},
'Jump' : {'Hz': 0.6, 'dB': 0.4},
}
From the above piece of code it can be understood that, if a user tends to use higher 
tone to utter a command it is possibly ‘Fire’ with higher probability assigned in the 
function start_ probability. The probability of the command ‘Fire’ to be ‘Fire’, when 
‘Fire’ really is uttered is high when it is uttered in a high pitch otherwise it is ‘Jump’ 
command and this logic is assigned in the function transition_probability. The last 
function called emission_probability uses the frequency (Hz) and intensity (dB)
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value’s average (in this example) or limit and decides the uttered command received 
from user and sends it to the game communication handler for the execution of the 
command on game environment and show it on the game’s GUI. 
5   Implementation-Hardware and Industry Perspective
Use of PIC (Programmable Interface Controller) microcontroller, to program the logic 
instructions derived in this research can be a crucial initiative. For example, if a 
soundcard of the computer comes up with a built in chip with the certain instructions 
of voice command, then the soundcard can be called inclusive design supported 
soundcard, designed for controlling games with specific voice commands. Game 
designers then only need to integrate their control structure of the game with that 
hardware. There are two advantages of implementing the results in hardware form. 
First, it can be highly effective at replacing relatively complex discreet logic. 
Secondly, if probability based algorithm can be implemented and programmed in 
chip, it may replace the idea of using a speech recognition system at all; as long as we 
focus  on  certain  voice  input  parameters.  The  memory  type  in  the  PIC  is  EPROM  
hence PIC can alter the data in the memory and can retain its value, even when the 
power is removed.  The company (Microchip technology) that designed PIC provides 
a freeware IDE package called MPLAB that can be used to program PIC. Using 
‘Programmer’ which is hardware to configure programmable non-volatile circuit such 
as EPROM, a PIC can easily be programmed with certain instructions to accomplish 
desired task.
It is now understood that, hardware implementation of the proposed system have
several  constructive  issues  that  are  going  to  come  to  pass.  First,  the  overall  system  
will be more compact and integrated. The command execution time will be reduced. 
The speech recognition system might not be required for pattern matching of word 
from a vocabulary array, as it can be replaced by the stylish use of algorithms to find 
out selected commands where the algorithm comes to a decision of the instruction  
based on the frequency level and intensity values from the user. This can lead to an 
industrial and engineering challenge. While the hardware satisfies certain voice 
commands in built-in format, the game industries are then going to be under press to 
integrate with the service from such hardware with their designed games. A universal 
design standard thus can be produced and games can be benchmarked in terms of 
their inclusivity and also can be standardized in some structure.       
6 Discussion
The performance of the proposed system depends on how the algorithm is 
implemented. If it is a clean code based controller, the run time will be interesting to 
observe to evaluate the system’s performance. The proposed model using the 
frequency level to detect and generate commands can be made more sophisticated 
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while issues like word error rate, single word error rate and command success rate 
will be verified and fine tuned. Use of Viterbi algorithm is reasonable as long as it 
does  not  increase  the  cost  of  the  overall  algorithm.  As  the  system  will  mostly  be  
dealing with old or disabled people, decoding the speech might be difficult 
sometimes, when the system is presented with a new utterance and it must then 
compute the most likely source word. Using Viterbi algorithm is thus prudent to find 
the best path which can be an added advantage in this system. Using a fuzzy logic 
controller between ASRS system and game controller is definitely going to make the 
command execution process faster.
7 Conclusion
The use of speech to control games is only one step towards inclusiveness and thereby 
universal design and accessibility in game. Other human modalities while combined 
together with speech will give more optimal performance, overcoming any drawbacks 
of using only speech. The result from this paper has multiple possibilities in game 
design and PC industry. While any existing algorithm can be altered and new 
algorithm can be created for detecting user emotions for executing one command in 
different way in game playing; which is important for elderly adult or disable people, 
an electronic chip can be programmed and integrated with sound card (for instance a 
PIC), substantiating the lasting universal design of certain standard of voice command 
for playing game. This enables and opens enormous opportunity both for hardware
manufacturers and game industries. Voice support for game, based on this paper’s 
idea can show the way towards finding an industry standard of universal design in 
computer gaming.
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